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Global factors set stage for mixed market results.

G

10- and 30-year UST yields have now
increased seven consecutive weeks. Large
cap U.S. indices did mark new record highs
early in the week but succumbed to macro
anxieties as the week ended. Commodity
markets traded lower driven by a selloff in
oil prices while the USD benefited from
the risk averse tone and renewed anxiety
surrounding new Covid strains prevailing
in several international regions.
Market Anecdotes
• Strategas highlighted some 2021
‘knowns’ (big stimulus, big liquidity,
big growth, big corporate earnings) and
‘unknowns’ (inflation, interest rates, taxes)
with more direct implications on stock
price valuations surrounding the later.
• Include us in the group of investors who
are pretty surprised that a -12% correction
in the Nasdaq 100 left the rest of the market basically untouched. Long duration
cash flow equities and bonds are the only
real casualties of the move higher in yields
thus far.
• Bespoke pointed out the consolidation
we have seen in some of the high weight/
high profile tech names has compressed
their valuations to interesting levels including FB (early 2018), AAPL (minus 6 turns
in two months), and AMZN (early 2014).
• Strategas noted the recent rise in yields
has begun to change the complexion of the
equity risk premium and relative yields of
stocks and bonds.
• The March Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) meeting held the market’s
attention last week with a clear dovish tone
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lobal central banks,
new CoVid strains, and
interest rate volatility
were on stage last week
resulting in market
action like the past several weeks with some
consolidation across global equity markets
and yields grinding higher.

and no expectations of rate hikes until 2024
(dot plot). Powell also made clear that both
the mix and size of Quantitative Easing is
appropriate and views near term inflation
as slow moving and transitional.
• The Fed, Bank of England, and Bank of
Japan left policy rates and Quantitative Easing programs unchanged as they remained
in sync on the need for policy accommodation. The Bank of Japan did lay some
groundwork for future policy tightening
by increasing the +/- band around 0% and
removed explicit ETF guidance.
• The Fed announced it would resume
its supplementary leverage ratio (‘SLR’)
requirement on 3/31/21 as scheduled. The
SLR was suspended at the beginning of the
pandemic allowing banks to exclude UST
in calculating their SLR.
• European stocks marked new 1-year
highs early last week, but Chinese equities
struggled on news of contentious U.S.-Sino
trade discussions.
• The European Union is already taking
the UK to court over Northern Ireland
protocol breaches leaving virtually nobody
surprised that implementation of the Brexit
agreement is hitting snags.
• Mobility in the U.S. continues to im-

prove in lockstep with the vaccine rollout.
The Dallas Fed Mobility index and Google
search trends are both exhibiting encouraging trends.
• Covid trends in the EU are not looking
as positive as the U.S. with the new strains
outpacing vaccine rollout. Germany
declared a ‘third wave’ and Italy is set for
renewed lockdowns.
Economic Release Highlights
• February Retail Sales fell well short
of expectations (-3.0% vs -0.5%) after an
extremely robust January result.
• February Industrial production came in
below expectations (-2.2% vs 0.5%) as did
manufacturing output (-3.1% vs 0.6%).
• March Housing Market Index stayed
very elevated and near consensus forecast
(82 vs 83).
• February Housing Starts (1.421M) and
Permits ((1.682M) both came in below
forecasts but have been climbing sharply in
recent months.
• Both March Empire State (17.4 vs 14.8)
and Philly Fed (51.8 vs 24.0) Manufacturing indices came in high and handily
outpaced consensus forecasts.
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ADVs. Indices do not reflect the deduction of any fees or expenses. They are not available for direct investment. Exposure to an asset class represented by an index is available through
investable instruments based on that index. The Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) is a price-weighted average of 30 significant stocks traded on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE)
and the Nasdaq. The DJIA was designed to serve as a proxy for the broader U.S. economy. The Nasdaq Composite Index is the market capitalization-weighted index of over 3,300
common equities listed on the Nasdaq stock exchange. It is used as a broad-based market index. The S&P 500 index is designed to be a broad based unmanaged leading indicator of U.S.
equities and is meant to reflect the risk/return characteristics of the large cap universe or representative of the equity market in general. The Russell 3000® Index measures the
performance of the largest 3000 U.S. companies representing approximately 98% of the investable U.S. equity market. Total Return assumes dividends are reinvested. The Russell 1000 is
a subset of the Russell 3000 Index. It represents the top companies by market capitalization. The Russell 1000 measures the performance of those Russell 1000 companies with higher
price-to-book ratios and higher forecasted growth values. The Russell 2000 index is an index measuring the performance of approximately 2,000 small-cap companies in the Russell 3000
Index, which is made up of 3,000 of the biggest U.S. stocks. The Russell 2000 serves as a benchmark for small-cap stocks in the United States. Visit www.russell.com/indexes/ for more
information regarding Russell indices. The MSCI EAFE Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization index that is designed to measure the equity market performance of developed
markets, excluding the US & Canada. The MSCI Emerging Markets Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization index that is designed to measure equity market performance in the
global emerging markets. The information published herein is provided for informational purposes only, and does not constitute an offer, solicitation or recommendation to sell or an offer
to buy securities, investment products or investment advisory services. Nothing contained herein constitutes financial, legal, tax, or other advice. These opinions may not fit your financial
status, risk and return profile or preferences. Investment recommendations may change, and readers are urged to check with their investment adviser before making any investment
decisions. Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future returns or results. No
representation is made as to the accuracy, completeness or timeliness of the information in this material since certain information herein is based on or derived from information provided
by independent third-party sources. All enclosed material including market analysis data provided Taiber Kosmala & Associates, LLC. There is no duty to update this information. The
Wilshire 5000 Total Market Index represents the broadest index for the U.S. equity market, measuring the performance of all U.S. headquartered equity securities with readily available
price data. The PHLX Semiconductor Sector Index (SOX) is a capitalization-weighted index composed of 30 semiconductor companies. The companies in the Index have primary business
operations that involve the design, distribution, manufacture and sale of semiconductors. The index is designed to track the performance of listed semiconductors. The Case-Shiller Index,
formally known as the S&P/Case-Shiller Home Price Index is made up of several indexes that track the value of single-family detached residences using the arms-length and repeat-sales
methods. It is used as a barometer not just of the housing market, but also of the health of the broader economy. For more information on the index, please visit https://
www.spglobal.com/. All information obtained from Taiber Kosmala & Associates (2020. The secured overnight financing rate (SOFR) is a benchmark interest rate for dollar-denominated
derivatives and loans that is replacing the London interbank offered rate (LIBOR). Interest rate swaps on more than $80 trillion in notional debt switched to the SOFR in October 2020.
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